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Abstract. In the last few years, Twitter has become a powerful tool
for publishing and discussing information. Yet, content exploration in
Twitter requires substantial efforts and users often have to scan information streams by hand. In this paper, we approach this problem by
means of faceted search. We propose strategies for inferring facets and
facet values on Twitter by enriching the semantics of individual Twitter messages and present different methods, including personalized and
context-adaptive methods, for making faceted search on Twitter more
effective.
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Introduction

Twitter is a Social Web phenomenon that is attracting interest from people
all around the world for a variety of different purposes [1], such as consuming
and propagating news [2], crisis management [3] or communication with other
people [4]. Over the last few years, Twitter has shown an exponential growth and
became the most popular microblogging site with several hundreds of millions
of users and more than 50 million Twitter messages (tweets) per day3 . Highly
active users regularly receive thousands of tweets every day [5]. This information
overload may cause users to get lost in the information network, become demotivated and frustrated. Finding your way around Twitter is indeed not very
straightforward due to the lack of a user-friendly browsing option that goes
beyond the existing chronologically-ordered clutter option [5, 6].
Recently, researchers started to study strategies for recommending URLs [7],
news articles [8] or entire conversations on Twitter [9]. However, search on Twitter has not been studied extensively yet which motivates, for example, the TREC
2011 track on Microblogs that defines first search tasks on Twitter4 . In line with
the TREC research objectives, we investigate ways to enhance search and content exploration in the microblogosphere by means of faceted search.
Traditional faceted search interfaces allow users to search for items by specifying queries regarding different dimensions and properties of the items (facets) [10].
For example, online stores such as eBay5 or Amazon6 enable end-users to narrow
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down their search for products by specifying constraints regarding facets such
as the price, the category or the producer of a product. In contrast, information
on Twitter is rather unstructured. Tweets are short text messages that do not
explicitly feature facets. How can facets be extracted from tweets and how can
we design appropriate faceted search strategies on Twitter? In this paper, we
answer these questions and introduce an adaptive faceted search framework for
Twitter. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
Semantic Enrichment We present methods for enriching the semantics of
tweets by extracting facets (entities and topics) from tweets and related
external Web resources.
User and Context Modeling Given the semantically enriched tweets, we propose user and context modeling strategies that identify (current) interests of
a given Twitter user and allow for contextualizing the demands of this user.
Adaptive Faceted Search We introduce faceted search strategies for content
exploration on Twitter and propose methods that adapt to the interests and
context of a user.

2

Faceted Search on Twitter

On Twitter, facets describe properties of a Twitter message. For example, persons that are mentioned in a tweet or events a tweet refers to. Oren et al. [10]
formulate the problem of faceted search in RDF terminology. Given an RDF
statement (subject, predicate, object), the faceted search engine interprets (i)
the subject as the actual resource that should be returned by the engine, (ii)
the predicate as the facet type and (iii) the object as the facet value (restriction
value). A faceted query (facet-value pair) that is sent to a faceted search engine
thus consists of a predicate and an object. We follow this problem formulation
proposed by Oren et al. [10] and interpret tweets as the actual resources the
faceted search engine should return. If a tweet (subject) mentions an entity then
the type of the entity is considered as facet type (predicate) and the actual
identifier of the entity is considered as facet value (object). For example, given
a tweet t that refers to the tennis player “Federer”, the corresponding URI of
the entity (U RIf ederer ) and the URI of the entity type (U RIperson ) are used to
describe the tweet by means of an RDF statement: (t, U RIperson , U RIf ederer ).
Figure 1(a) illustrates how we envision the corresponding faceted search
interface that allows users to formulate faceted queries. Given a list of facet
values which are grouped around facet types such as locations, persons and
events, users can select facet-value pairs such as (U RIevent , U RIwimbeldon ) to
refine their current query (see top right in Fig. 1(a): (U RIperson , U RIf ederer ),
(U RIsportsgame , U RItennis )). A faceted query thus may consist of several facetvalue pairs. Only those tweets that match all facet-value constraints will be
returned to the user. The ranking of the tweets that match a faceted query is a
research problem of its own and could be solved by exploiting the popularity of
tweets – e.g. measured via the number of re-tweets or via the popularity of the
user who published the tweet (cf. [11]). The core challenge of the faceted search
interface is to support the facet-value selection as good as possible. Hence, the
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Fig. 1. Adaptive faceted search on Twitter: (a) example interface and (b) architecture
of the faceted search engine.

facet-value pairs that are presented in the faceted search interface (see left in
Figure 1(a)) have to be ranked so that users can quickly narrow down the search
result lists until they find the tweets they are interested in. Therefore, the facet
ranking problem can be defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Facet Ranking Problem). Given the current query Fquery ,
which is a set of facet-value pairs (predicate, object) ∈ Fquery , the hit list H
of resources that match the current query, a set of candidate facet-value pairs
(predicate, object) ∈ F and a user u, who is searching for a resource t via the
faceted search interface, the core challenge of the faceted search engine is to rank
the facet-value pairs F . Those pairs should appear at the top of the ranking that
restrict the hit list H so that u can retrieve t with the least possible effort.
The effort, which u has to invest to narrow down the search result list H, can
be measured by click and scroll operations (e.g. the number of facet-value pair
selections). Our goal is to provide a faceted search interface that minimizes the
effort a user has to invest in retrieving the tweets in which a user is interested
in. Query suggestions and ranking facet-value pairs according to the current
demands of a user are therefore essential and will be discussed in the next section.
2.1

Architecture for Adaptive Faceted Search on Twitter

Figure 1(b) illustrates the architecture of the engine that we propose for faceted
search on Twitter. The main components of the engine are the following.
Semantic Enrichment The semantic enrichment layer aims to extract facets
from tweets and generate RDF statements that describe the facet-value pairs
which are associated with a Twitter message. In particular, each tweet is processed to identify entities (facet values) that are mentioned in the message. We
therefore make use of the OpenCalais API7 , which allows for the extraction of
39 different types of entities (facet types) including persons, organizations, countries, cities and events. As Twitter messages are limited to 140 characters, the
extraction of entities from tweets is a non-trivial problem. Thus, we introduced
a set of strategies that link tweets with external Web resources (news articles)
and propagate the semantics extracted from these resources to the related tweets
7
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in [8]. For example, given a tweet “This is great http://bit.ly/2fRds1t”, we extract entities from the referenced resource (http://bit.ly/2fRds1t) and attach
the extracted entities to the tweet.
User and Context Modeling In order to adapt the facet ranking to the
people who are using the faceted search engine, we propose user modeling and
context modeling strategies. The user modeling strategies model the interests
of the users in certain facet values (entities and topics). We therefore exploit
the tweets that have been published (including re-tweets) by a user. In future
work, we also plan to consider click-through data from the faceted search engine. Context modeling covers mining of new knowledge from the Twitter data.
We therefore propose relation learning strategies that exploit co-occurrence of
entities in Twitter messages to infer typed relationships between entities [12].
Adaptive Faceted Search Based on the semantically enriched tweets, the
learnt relationships between entities extracted from tweets and the user profiles
generated by the user modeling layer, the adaptive faceted search layer solves
the actual facet ranking problem. It provides methods that adapt the facetvalue pair ranking to the given context and user. Furthermore, it provides query
suggestions by exploiting the relations learnt from the Twitter messages. Given
the current facet query, which is a list of facet-value pairs where each value refers
to an entity, we can exploit relationships between entities in order to identify
entities that are related to those entities that occur in the current facet query.
We leave the analysis of such query suggestions for future work. Instead, we
focus on the facet ranking problem and propose different strategies for ranking
facet-value pairs in the next subsection.
2.2

Adaptive Faceted Search and Facet Ranking Strategies

Non-Personalized Facet Ranking A lightweight approach is to rank the
facet-value pairs (p, e) ∈ F based on their occurrence frequency in the current
hit list H, the set of tweets that match the current query (cf. Definition 1):
rankf requency ((p, e), H) = |H(p,e) |
(1)
|H(p,e) | is the number of (remaining) tweets that contain the facet-value pair
(p, e) that can be applied to further filter the given hit list H. By ranking those
facets that appear in most of the tweets, rankf requency minimizes the risk of
filtering out relevant tweets but might increase the effort a user has to invest to
narrow down search results.
Context-adaptive Facet Ranking The context-adaptive strategy exploits
relationships between entities (facet values) to produce the facet ranking. A
relationship is therefore defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Relationship). Given two entities e1 and e2 , a relationship between these entities is described via a tuple rel(e1 , e2 , type, tstart , tend , w), where
type labels the relationship, tstart and tend specify the temporal validity of the
relationship and w ∈ [0..1] is a weighting score that allows for specifying the
strength of the relationship.
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The higher the weighting score w the stronger the relationship between e1
and e2 . We use co-occurrence frequency as weighting scheme. Hence, given the
enriched tweets, we count the number of tweets both entities (e1 and e2 ) are
associated with. The context-adaptive facet ranking strategy ranks the facetvalue pairs (p, e) ∈ F according to w(ei , e), where ei is a facet value that is
already part of the given query: (pi , ei ) ∈ Fquery (cf. Definition 1):
X
rankrelation ((p, e), Fquery ) =
w(ei , e)|(p, ei ) ∈ Fquery
(2)
i

Hence, the context-sensitive strategy can only be applied in situations where
the user has already made one selection, so that |Fquery | > 0.
Personalized Facet Ranking The personalized facet ranking strategy adapts
the facet ranking to a given user profile that is generated by the user modeling
layer depicted in Figure 1(b). User profiles conform to the following model and
specify a user’s interest into a specific facet value (entity).
Definition 3 (User Profile). The profile of a user u ∈ U is a set of weighted
entities where with respect to the given user u for an entity e ∈ E its weight
w(u, e) is computed by a certain function w.
P (u) = {(e, w(u, e))|e ∈ E, u ∈ U }
Here, E and U denote the set of entities and users respectively.
Given the set of facet-value pairs (p, e) ∈ F (see Definition 1), the personalized facet ranking strategy utilizes the weight w(u, e) in P (u) to rank the

facet-value pairs:
w(u, e) if w(u, e) ∈ P (u)
rankpersonalized ((p, e), P (u)) =
(3)
0
otherwise
By combining the above three strategies it is possible to generate further facet
ranking methods. A combination of two strategies can be realized by building the
weighted average computed for a given facet-value pair (p, e) (e.g. rankcombined =
α · rankα ((p, e)) + (1 − α) · rankβ ((p, e)), where α ∈ [0..1]).

3

Preliminary Analysis and Future Work

In this paper, we explored strategies for faceted search on Twitter. We presented a framework that enriches the semantics of Twitter messages in order to
generate facets that describe the content of tweets (e.g. persons, locations, organizations). To do so, we extracted entities both from tweets and linked external
Web resources. Our analysis based on a large Twitter dataset8 showed that the
exploitation of links for enriching tweets is necessary to better support faceted
search on Twitter, due to the obvious increase in the number of facet values
when tweets are enriched with entities of related news articles. We proposed an
adaptive faceted search engine with different strategies for ranking facets including methods that adapt to the actual context and user. The context-adaptive
method exploits relationships between facet values (entities) that we learn from
8
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tweets and linked news articles [12]. Our strategy discovers relationships between persons/groups (including organizations) and events (including political,
sports and entertainment) with high precision of 0.92 and 0.87 regarding P@10
and P@20. Our analysis indicates that these relationships can be used to suggest and rank facets that are related to the current context (the current faceted
query) with high precision.
Furthermore, the personalized facet ranking requires a user profile P (u) in
order to adapt the facet ranking to the preferences of the user. In [8], we showed
that our user modeling strategies, which are based on semantic enrichment of
tweets, outperform other strategies such as hashtag-based approaches significantly for recommending news articles. In future work, we will analyze the applicability of those user modeling strategies for our adaptive faceted search engine.
In our evaluation, we will measure the effect of our facet ranking strategies (i)
in the context of an automatic experiment as proposed by Koren et al. [13] and
(ii) in practice by enabling real users to experiment with our adaptive faceted
search interface for Twitter.
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